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Caregivers

Jesus sends helpers to care for you. 
Color in all of the boxes with an X or a K to find
three people who help you.

Thank you, Jesus, for sending loving
people to care for me. Amen

Fruit has beautiful designs
inside. Cut an orange
across to find a wheel
shape. Cut an apple across
to find a star of seeds.
Each time you eat some
fruit, give thanks for Jesus’
love and care.
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K S Welcome to worship. Today is the third
Sunday in Lent. List things in your worship
space that are made of wood.

Noah’s ark was made of wood.

During Lent we remember that Jesus
died on a cross made of wood.

Wood is used for very important things in the Bible.

So was the special box that held
the Ten Commandments.
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The fig tree

Luke 13:6-9

Today Jesus tells a story
about a fig tree. Use the 
pictures to help you read it.

Fruits of faith

Like the gardener in the Bible story, Jesus cares for us.
We feel Jesus’ care through the loving people in our lives. 

On each piece of fruit, write the name of one person who
cares for you.

Like the fig tree, we have good times and bad times.
But Jesus always cares for us, like the gardener cared
for the fig tree.

A had a .  The never had any 

on it.  The said to his , 

“For three years this has had no . 

Cut it down!”  The answered, “Let it alone 

one more year. I will care for it.”
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